Parent Centers in Action

How many times did Parent Centers connect with families, professionals, and youth with disabilities in 2019-2020? 1.8 million+

Parent Centers inform and train parents of children with disabilities to be effective advocates for their children

- 729,650+ Parents attended TRAININGS
- 420,970+ Parents received INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE

Parent Centers are knowledgeable, committed, and a source of info you can count on

- ✓ IEP assistance
- ✓ On the phone, by text, by mail, in-person meetings
- ✓ In-person and virtual trainings
- ✓ Websites
- ✓ Webinars
- ✓ Newsletters
- ✓ Partners in systems change

Parent Centers also inform and train PROFESSIONALS and STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

- 619,325+ Professionals and others
- 63,480+ Students with disabilities

EVERY STATE AND TERRITORY has a Parent Center

Find Yours!

https://www.parentcenterhub.org/find-your-center/
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Parent Centers are interested in…

... improving outcomes for children and youth with disabilities at home, at school, and in the community.

Parent Centers provide their services to families in 25+ different languages in addition to English and Spanish.

Results?

Here’s what parents had to say about the services they received from their Parent Center

- 93% learned more re: taking care of their child’s needs
- 94% said their Parent Center’s info met their needs
- 94% said they would recommend their Parent Center to friends or family
- 92% said they were ready to use the info they received

Clearly, parents, students with disabilities, and professionals are interested, too!

1.8 million+

That’s the number of contacts Parent Centers had last year with the people they serve.

The Center for Parent Information and Resources (CPIR) is enormously proud to support the outstanding work of the Parent Center nationwide network.

Parent Centers are funded by the Office of Special Education Programs. So is CPIR, under Cooperative Agreement #H328R180005.